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CARTESIAN-CLOSED COREFLECTIVE SUBCATEGORIES

OF UNIFORM SPACES

BY

M. D. RICE AND G. J. TASHJIAN1

Abstract. This paper characterizes the coreflective subcategories G of uniform

spaces for which a natural function space structure generates the exponential law

XY%Z = (XY)Z on G. Such categories are cartesian-closed. Specifically, we show

that G is cartesian-closed in this way if and only if G is inductively generated by a

finitely productive family of locally fine spaces. The results divide naturally into two

cases: those subcategories containing the unit interval are generated by precompact

spaces, while the subcategories not containing the unit interval are generated by

spaces which admit an infinite cardinal. These results may be used to derive the

characterizations of cartesian-closed coreflective subcategories of Tychonoff spaces

found in [10].

Fundamentals. Unif will denote the category of Hausdorff uniform spaces and

uniformly continuous mappings. All subcategories of Unif are assumed to be full,

isomorphism-closed, and to contain a nonempty space.

Definition. A category G with finite products X © Y is cartesian-closed if for each

A' in 6, the functor X ®—: G -* G has a right adjoint.

The action of the right adjoint to X <8>— will be denoted by Y -» [ X, Y], for Y in

G. The values [X, Y] are called exponential objects and they satisfy the hom-set

condition

G{Z®X,Y) = G{Z,[X,Y])

for X, Y and Z in Q, where equality represents a bijection which is natural in Z and

Y. Furthermore, G satisfies the exponential law

[Z®X,Y]=[Z,[X,Y]],

where equality represents a 6-isomorphism. (The reader is referred to [7] for further

information.)

Now assume that G is a coreflective subcategory of Unif and let c: Unif -> G be

the coreflection operator which is right adjoint to the inclusion operator G -* Unif.

We mention the following basic facts found in [6]. A subfamily G of Unif is

coreflective if and only if G is closed under the formation of uniform sums and

quotients. The coreflection cX of any space X may be assumed to have the same
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underlying set, with the identity mapping cX -> X uniformly continuous and satisfy-

ing the following universal property: if/: C -* X is uniformly continuous (C in G),

then/: C -> cXis uniformly continuous. Note that each coreflective subcategory G of

Unif has finite products with the definition X® Y= c(XXY), where XX Y

denotes the usual uniform product.

Let S be a nonempty subfamily of Unif. Then co(§) will denote the coreflective

hull of S: the smallest coreflective subcategory of Unif containing S, which consists

of all quotients of sums of members from S. If G = co(S), we say that S inductively

generates G.

By the results found in [4], a coreflective subcategory of Unif is cartesian-closed if

and only if the product ® preserves sums and quotients. The product X in Unif

preserves quotients (see [5,111, Exercise 8]), but it does not preserve sums (for

example, [0,1] X N is not the uniform sum of countably many copies of [0,1]);

hence Unif is not cartesian-closed.

The following notation will be used throughout the paper. For X and Y in Unif,

U( X, Y) denotes the family of uniformly continuous mappings from X into Y. \ A |

denotes the cardinality of the set A.

Proposition 0. Let G be a cartesian-closed subcategory of Unif which contains the

one-point space T. Then | [X, Y] | = | U(X, Y) | for all X and Y in G.

Proof. Since T ® X is isomorphic to X, one obtains \U(X,Y)\ = \U(T® X,Y)\

= \U(T,[X,Y])\ = \[X,Y}\.
The above proposition shows that for any cartesian-closed coreflective subcate-

gory G of Unif, we may assume that [ X, Y] has the underlying set U(X, Y) without

affecting the naturality of the mappings. Hence we can give the following reformula-

tion of the original definition:

G is cartesian-closed if and only if each U(X, Y) (X and Y in G) may be given a

uniform structure such that

(i) U(X, Y) is a member of G,

(ii) the evaluation mapping e: U(X,Y) ® X -» Y defined by e(f, x) — f(x) is

uniformly continuous, and

(iii) for each Z in G and uniformly continuous mapping h: Z ® X -» Y, the

mapping h: Z -* U(X,Y) defined by h(z)(x) = h(z, x) is uniformly continuous.

If 6is cartesian-closed, it follows that the mapping <£: U(Z ® X, Y) -> U(Z,[X, Y])

defined by <j>(h) = h is a natural bijection and induces a uniform isomorphism of

[Z® X, Y] and [Z,[X,Y]].

The preceding statements may be used to establish the following proposition

(essentially found in Lemma 1 of [8 and 10]).

Proposition 1. Assume S C Unif and G = co(S). Assume that for each S in S the

functor S ® -: G -» G has a right adjoint Y -» [S, Y]. Then G is cartesian-closed and

[ X, Y ] is projectively generated in G by the family of mappings {[/]:[ X, Y] ^> [S,Y]},

where S is inc>,f:S-^X is uniformly continuous, and [f]is defined by[f](g) = g°f.
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A uniformity on a set X may be described in terms of covers, pseudometrics, or

neighborhoods of the diagonal, respectively. The reader is referred to [5] for the

basic axioms and definitions.

If % is a cover of the set X and A C X, define St(A, %) = U {U G %: U n A ¥=

0} and %* = (St(x, %,): x G X). The following function space uniformities on

U(X,Y) will be used in the sequel:

(1) The uniformity of uniform convergence on U(X, Y) has the base consisting of

the covers % induced by the uniform covers % of Y in the following manner: For

/G U(X, Y), define Uf= {g G U(X, Y): g(x) G St(/(x), %) for all x in X) and

set <fl = {Uf: /G í/(*, y)}. The notation U(X, Y) wUl imply that the uniformity

under consideration is the uniformity of uniform convergence.

(2) Let S be a family of uniform spaces. The function space uniformity on

U(X, Y) which is projectively generated by the mappings [/]: U(X, Y) -* U(S, Y),

where S is a member of S, and/: S -» Zis uniformly continuous, and each (7(5, 7)

has the uniformity of uniform convergence, will be denoted by U§(X, Y).

In general, the identity mapping U(X, Y) -» Uè(X, Y) is uniformly continuous. If

the family S is closed under the formation of uniformly continuous images, i/§( X, Y)

may be described as the uniformity of uniform convergence on the subspaces of X

which are uniformly isomorphic to members of S.

Our next result follows from the preceding definitions and Proposition 1.

Corollary 1. Assume S C Unif and G= co(§) with the coreflection operator c:

Unif *■» G. Assume that for each S in § the functor S ® -: G -* G has a right adjoint

Fs: G-^G defined by FS(Y) = cU(X, Y). Then G is cartesian-closed and [X, Y] =

c/7s( X, Y) for all X and Y in G.

For example, let S be either the class of compact spaces or the class of precompact

spaces (the subspaces of compact spaces). Then co(S) is cartesian-closed and

[X, Y] = cU%(X, Y) for all A'and Y in G (see [9] or Theorem 1 below).

The main purpose of the present paper is to characterize the subfamilies S of Unif

such that ß= co(S) is cartesian- closed with the exponential [-,-] = cC/§(-,-),

where c denotes the coreflection operator.

Convention. Throughout this paper S, G, and c will have the meanings given

above. If /: A X B -» C is a mapping, / will denote the mapping defined by

f(a)(b) = /(a, b). If /: A -» B is a uniformly continuous mapping, [/]: U(B, C) -*

U(A,C) will denote the mapping defined by [f](g) = g ° f. Finally, e: U(X,Y)X

X -* Y denotes the evaluation mapping defined by e{f, x) = /(x).

Cartesian-closed coreflective hulls. For X and Y in Unif, the semi-uniform product

X * Y of X and Y is the uniform space projectively generated by the mappings /:

XXY->Z,Z in Unif, such that the family {fy =/(-, y)\ X -> Z} is equi-

uniformly continuous and each mapping fx — f(x, -): Y -» Z is uniformly continu-

ous. The operation * is associative and noncommutative (for example, N * [0,1] ¥=

[0,1] * N) and U(X * Y, Z) = U(X, U(Y, Z)), where the equality denotes a uniform

isomorphism (see [5] for details). In addition, one may establish that a mapping /:

IX Y -* Z is uniformly continuous if and only if /: X* Y -> Z is uniformly

continuous and/': Y*X -» Z is uniformly continuous, where/'(v, x) =/(x, v).
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Définition 1. S satisfies Axiom I if S X T G G for ail S and T in S.

Proposition 2. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) S satisfies Axiom I.

(2) The identity mapping X*S->X®Sis uniformly continuous for all S in S and X

inG.

If Gis cartesian-closed, then (1) and (2) are equivalent to the following statements:

(3) The identity mapping [S, Y] -* cU(S, Y) is uniformly continuous for all S in S

and Y inG.

(4) The identity mapping [X,Y]-> cU%(X, Y) is uniformly continuous for all X and

Y in G.

Proof. (2) -» (1). Let S and T be members of S. By (2) the identity mappings

5 *T -» S ® T and T * S -> T ® S are uniformly continuous. Since the operation ®

is commutative, it follows from the preceding comments that SXT->S®T is

uniformly continuous, so S X T E G.

(1) -» (2). Choose a quotient mapping q: S5, -» X, where 25, is a sum of members

from S. Define a, = a |s and let/: r -» T be the identity mapping for T a member

of S. By (1), r¡ = q¡ x'j: S, X T-> X® T is uniformly continuous. Let ?t; S, -»

U(T, X ® T) be the mapping associated with ri and let k: X ^ U(T, X ® T) be the

mapping defined by £(x)(i) = (x, t). One easily verifies that k ° q = 2/¿; since q is

a quotient mapping it follows that k is uniformly continuous, so the identity

mapping X*T -> X® Tis uniformly continuous.

(4) -» (3) is immediate and (1) -* (3) is Corollary 2 in [9].

(3) -» (2). Define Y = X ® S and let i: X ® S -» 7 be the identity mapping. Since

6 is cartesian-closed, /: X -> [S,Y] is uniformly continuous; hence, by (3),

/": X -r» ̂ 7(5, F) is uniformly continuous, so ¡:: X * S -> Y is uniformly continuous.

(3) -» (4). If S is a member of S and /: S ^ X is uniformly continuous, the

induced mapping [/]: [X, Y] -> [S, Y] -* i7(5, 7) is uniformly continuous by (3).

Since U§(X, Y) is projectively generated by all mappings of the form [/], it follows

that [X, Y] -» cU%(X, Y) is uniformly continuous.

Definition 2. S satisfies Axiom II if for each uniformly continuous mapping

/: S -» 17(5, F) (S in S and 7 in 6), the diagonalized mapping^: S -> Y defined by

fa(s) = f(s)(s) is unformly continuous.

Proposition 3. The following statments are equivalent:

(1) S satisfies Axiom II.

(2) U{X*S,Y)CU(X®S, Y) for all S in S, X, Yin G.
(3) 77ie evaluation mapping e: cU(S, Y) ® S -> Y « uniformly continuous for all S

in § a«d y /« ß.

(4) The evaluation mapping e: ci/§( X, y) ® X -» y w uniformly continuous for all X

and Y inG.

If Gis cartesian-closed, then (l)-(4) are equivalent to the following statements:

(5) The identity mapping cU(S, Y) -* [5, Y] is uniformly continuous for all S in §

and Y inG.
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(6) The identity mapping cU§(X, Y) -» [X, Y] is uniformly continuous for all X and

Y inG.

(7) U(X*Y,Z)CU(X®Y, Z)for all X, Y and Z in G.

Proof. (4) -> (3) is immediate.

(3) -» (2). If/ G U{X * S, Y), the associated mapping/: X -» cU(S, Y), and hence

the product mapping/ X i: X ® S -* cU(S, Y) ® 5, are uniformly continuous, where

i: S -+ S is the identity mapping. Hence by (3), /=«,«(/Xi): X® 5 -* y is

uniformly continuous.

(2) -» (1). If /: 5 -> f/(5, y) is uniformly continuous, the associated mapping

/: S * S -» y is uniformly continuous, so by (2), / G (7(5 ® 5, y ). Since the diago-

nal mapping A: 5 -» 5 ® 5 is uniformly continuous, it follows that /"A=/AE

(7(5, y ); hence Axiom II is satisfied.

(1) -> (4). Since G = co(§), it suffices to show that e ° q: S -* Y is uniformly

continuous for each uniformly continuous mapping q: S -» cU$(X,Y) X X(S in S).

Define f=ir2°q: S -» X and g = -nx° q: S -* Uè(X, Y), where tt, and m2 are

projection mappings. By definition, the mapping [/]: U§(X, Y) -» (7(5, y) is uni-

formly continuous. Define A = [/] ° g: 5 — (7(5, y). By Axiom II, the mapping hA

is uniformly continuous and one easily verifies that hA = e ° q.

If ß is cartesian-closed, [X, Y] carries the smallest uniformity on U(X, Y ) such

that e: [X, Y] ® X -* Y is uniformly continuous. Hence (6) -* (4). The implications

(3) -» (5) and (7) -» (2) are evident, while the proof of (2) -» (1) given above also

establishes (5) -» (1).

Finally, to establish (6) -» (7), assume that/ G U(X * Y, Z). By (6), the associated

mapping /: X -» c(7(y Z) -» c(7s(y Z) -» [y, Z] is uniformly continuous; hence

/: A" ® y -> Z is uniformly continuous.

Definition 3. S satisfies Axiom III if, for each pair of uniformly continuous

mappings /: R -> U(S, Y) and g: T -> 5 (Ä, 5, T in S and y in G), the family

/[Ä]og= {f(r) ° g: T -* Y) is equi-uniformly continuous.

Remark. We note that if S satisfies Axiom III, then it also satisfies Axiom II. (Let

R = S - T and let g: 5 -> 5 be the identity mapping. By Axiom III,/: 5 -> (7(5, y)

uniformly continuous implies that /[5] is equi-uniformly continuous; hence the

associated mapping /: 5 X 5 -> Y is uniformly continuous, so fA= f° A: 5 -» y is

uniformly continuous.)

Proposition 4. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) S satisfies Axiom III.

(2) t/(5 * r, y) C U(S X T, Y) for all S, Tin S and Y in G.

(3) U(S * X, Y) C U(S X X, Y)for all S in S, X and Y in G.

Proof. (3) -» (2) is immediate.

(i)-» (2). Choose/G U(S*T,Y). Then the associated mapping/: S ^ U(T,Y)

is uniformly continuous, so by Axiom III (with g: T -> T the identity mapping),/[5]
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is equi-uniformly continuous. Hence/G (7(5 X T,Y) based on the remarks at the

beginning of this section.

(2) -» (1). Let/: R -» (7(5, Y) and g: T -* S be uniformly continuous mappings.

Then the associated mapping /: R * 5 -» y is uniformly continuous, so by (2)

/G t/(Ä X 5, Y). Let /: Ä -> R be the identity mapping. Then h=f°(iX g):

RXT^RXS-*Y is uniformly continuous, so the family {hr = h(r, -): T -» Y)

is equi-uniformly continuous and one easily verifies that hr =/(/■) ° g.

(2) -> (3). Let/G í/(5 * I, Y), let a: 27; -* X be a quotient mapping where {7]}

is a family of members from S, and let i: 5^5 be the identity mapping. By

[5, Exercise III.8] /' X q: S X 27;',-* S X X is a quotient mapping. Since f°(iXq):

S * 27;; -> 5 * A" -* y is uniformly continuous, the restriction r, of /° (/' X q) to

5*7; is uniformly continuous, so by (2) r¡ G U(S X T¡, Y). Hence for each /',

{(ri)s = ri(s> ~)'- T¡ -» Y) is an equi-uniformly continuous family. It follows that the

family {(/° (i X q))s =f° (i X a)(j,-): 27] -» Y] is also equi-uniformly continu-

ous. Therefore the mapping/ ° (/' X q): S X 2T¡ -* Y is uniformly continuous. Since

i X q is a quotient mapping, it follows that/ G (7(5 X AT, y).

Theorem 1. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) G is cartesian-closed and [S,Y] = cU(S,Y)for all S in S and Y inG.

(2) ß is cartesian-closed and [ X, Y ] = c£/§( A', Y ) for all X and Y inG.

(3) S satisfies Axioms I a/io" II.

(4) S satisfies Axioms I a/id III.

(5) U(S *T,Y)= U(S ® T, Y) for all 5, T in S, y in G.

Proof. (4) -* (3) follows from the remark preceding Proposition 4.

(2) -» (1) is immediate from the definition of l/§( X, Y).

(5) -» (4). By (5), the identity mapping 5*r->5®ris uniformly continuous.

Then the proof of (2) -* (1) in Proposition 2 shows that S satisfies Axiom I. By (5)

and Axiom I, the Proposition 4 implies that S satisfies Axiom III, so (4) holds.

(1) -* (5). By Proposition 3, U(S * T, Y) C U(S ® T, Y) and by Proposition 2,

S*T->S®T is uniformly continuous, so (5) holds.

(3) -* (2). By Propositions 2 and 3, l/(X ® 5, Y) = U( X * 5, y) = ¿7(A-, U(S, Y))

for all 5 in §, A" and Y in ß. Hence the operator i^: ß -» ß defined by FS(Y) —

cU(S, Y) is right adjoint to the functor 5 ® -: ß -» ß, so by Proposition 1, ß is

cartesian-closed and [ A", y] = ci/s( A", y).

Remark. Assume that S satisfies the conditions in Theorem 1. If X = 25, is the

sum of members from S, then [X,Y] = cUè(X,Y) is the coreflection of the

uniformity of the uniform convergence on the summands of X. To prove this fact,

first observe that the identity mapping [X,Y] = cU^X, Y) -» cU%(X, Y) is uni-

formly continuous, where Ug(X, Y) denotes the uniformity described above. By a

result in [4], [A', Y] is naturally isomorphic to cll[5,, Y] via the mapping e, where

e(/) = (/|s) (the restriction mapping in each coordinate). Since [5,, Y ] = cU(S¡, Y )

and the restriction mapping l|(X, Y) -» (7(5,, Y) is uniformly continuous, it follows
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e e-

that the identity mapping cL|(X, Y) -^cII[/(5,, Y) -> [A', Y] is uniformly continu-

ous, which concludes the proof.

Locally fine spaces. Some significant equivalent statements may be added to those

in Theorem 1 using ideas connected with locally fine spaces.

Recall that a uniform space is discrete if the cover of X by singleton sets is

uniform. fy will denote the collection of all discrete uniform spaces. We remark that

ty is the smallest coreflective subcategory of Unif and ^ is cartesian-closed since it is

isomorphic to the category of sets and mappings.

A uniform space X is locally fine if for each uniform cover {U¡} and family of

uniform covers % i£/, the cover {U¡ C\ V: K£% i£/} is uniform. A will

denote the collection of all locally fine spaces, which forms a coreflective subcate-

gory of Unif (see [2]). The primary examples of locally fine spaces are the familiar

precompact spaces and fine spaces. It has recently been shown by J. Pelant that the

locally fine spaces are precisely the subspaces of the fine spaces.

Let m be an infinite cardinal. A uniform space X has covering character m if m is

the smallest cardinal such that X has a base consisting of uniform covers, each of

power less than m (equivalently, m is the smallest cardinal such that X has no

uniformly discrete subspace of power m). G(m) will denote the class of all uniform

spaces having covering character m.

A uniform space A" admits m if for each family {%,},/' G I, \ 11< m, of uniform

covers, there exists a uniform cover % which refines each %,.($( m ) will denote the

class of all uniform spaces which admit m. It is easily verified that &(m) is a

coreflective subcategory of Unif.

Finally, define 9>(m) to be the class of all uniform spaces X such that X has

covering character at most m and admits all cardinals less than m.

For a reference point, we remark that "S(S0) is the class of all precompact spaces.

If m is a singular cardinal, 9>(m) consists of the discrete spaces of power less than m.

If m is a regular cardinal, there exist nondiscrete members of <S(w): let | X \ = m and

define % to be a uniform cover if there exists U in %- such that | A' — U\< m. One

may show that every class 9>(m) C A and that %(k) n $>(m) contains only discrete

spaces if A: ¥= m.

Let X: Unif -» A be the locally fine coreflection operator. We note the following

facts about locally fine spaces:

(i) For each uniform space X, the identity mapping \(X X X) ^> X * X is

uniformly continuous [5,111.28].

(ii) If X is locally fine, the diagonal mapping A: X -» X * X is uniformly

continuous. (This follows from (i) since A: X -> X(X X X) is uniformly continuous.)

(iii) If § C A, then S satisfies Axiom II. (Assume that/: 5 -* U(S, Y) is uniformly

continuous. Then /: 5 * 5 -» Y is uniformly continuous, so by (ii), f¿= f° A: S -* Y

is uniformly continuous.)

It follows from Theorem 1 that if S is a finitely productive subfamily of A, then G

is cartesian-closed.

Examples. (1) For any m > S0, co(iB(w)) is cartesian-closed since %{m) is a

finitely productive subfamily of A.
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(2) Let I denote the closed unit interval with the usual metric uniformity. Then

ß, = co({/}) is cartesian-closed since I X I is inductively generated from I. For

essentially the same reason, each of the following classes are cartesian-closed.

(3) G2 = co((2N°}) (= co{compact metric spaces} = co(5), where 5 = {0} U

{l/n: «=1,2,...}). We note that G2 is the class of fine spaces which have

sequential topologies.

(4) ß3 = co{precompact metric spaces} (= co(5'), where 5' = {l/n: n =

1,2,...}).

We remark that ß, C ß2 C ß3 since 2*° £ co({/}) and the open unit interval is

not a member of G2 (since it is not fine).

The remainder of the paper will be devoted to showing that any subfamily S of

Unif which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 is contained in a finitely productive

family S' C A n ß (Corollary 2).

Proposition 5. Assume that S satisfies Axiom I and G is cartesian-closed. If §

contains an infinite space S which admits N0, then either § C <>D or S C %(m)for some

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that S is closed under the

formation of quotients since the collection of all quotients of members of S also

satisfies Axiom I (see [5, III, Exercise 8]).

Claim 1. If S contains a space X which admits N0 and has covering character

m s* N,, then all discrete spaces of power less than m belong to S. To prove this,

assume k < m and choose a metric space Mk with covering character > k and an

onto uniformly continuous mapping /: X -» Mk. Let dMk denote the discrete

coreflection of Mk. Since X admits S0 and Mk has a countable uniform base, /:

X -» dMk is uniformly continuous, so / is a quotient mapping and dMk is a member

of §. Since \Mk\> k, the claim is established.

The space 5 guaranteed by assumption has covering character > 8,, since no

infinite precompact space admits K0. Hence by Claim 1, the countably infinite

discrete space N is a member of S.

Claim 2. If the discrete space D is a member of S, then every member of S admits

| D | . Let m — \ D | and assume A" is a member of S. By Axiom I, X ® D = X X D.

Since G is cartesian-closed, the product ® preserves sums; hence XX Dis uniformly

isomorphic to the sum 2,EDA, (A", = A'), which implies that A" admits m.

In particular, every member of 5 admits S0 since N is a member of 5.

Claim 3. If S contains a space X with covering character m, then every member of

S admits k, for each k < m. Since m > X, and k < m, Claim 1 implies that the

discrete space of power k belongs to S. Then Claim 2 implies that every member of S

admits k.

Now consider the class of cardinals {k: S D G(k) #0}. If this class has a

supremum m and k < m, then S contains a space with covering character > k, so by

Claim 3 every member of S admits k. It follows that S C %(m) and m > N,. If this

class has no supremum, Claim 3 implies that every member of S admits all cardinals,

so S C ÖD.
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For our next proposition, we will need the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Assume that G is a cartesian-closed coreflective subcategory of Unif.

Define Sy = (A' G G: the identity mapping cU(X, Y) -* [X, Y] is uniformly continu-

ous), Y in G. Then every class Sy is closed under the formation of quotients.

Proof. Let 5 be a member of S y and let q: S -> T be a quotient mapping. We will

show that the evaluation mapping eT: cU(T, Y) ® T -» y is uniformly continuous;

then by definition, T will be a member of Sy. By assumption, the evaluation

mapping es: cU(S, Y) ® S -* Y is uniformly continuous and the mapping [q]:

cU(T, Y) -» cU(S, Y) is uniformly continuous. Define ê: cU(T, Y) ® S -> Y by

ê = eT ° (i X q), where /' is the identity mapping on U(T, Y), and observe that

ê(f, s) =/(ç(î)). It follows that ê = es ° ([a] Xj), where/ is the identity mapping

on 5, so ê is unformly continuous. Since ß is cartesian-closed, the product ® preserves

quotient mappings, so /' X q is a quotient mapping and therefore eT is uniformly

continuous.

Proposition 6. Assume that S satisfies Axiom I and G is cartesian-closed. Assume

that I = [0,1] is a member of G and that the identity mapping i: cU(S, I) -> [5,1] is

uniformly continuous for all S in S. Then S C $(N0).

Proof. In the language of Lemma 1, we are assuming that S C S7; hence by

Lemma 1 we may assume that S is closed under the formation of quotients.

Assume that S contains a nonprecompact space 5. Then there exists a nonprecom-

pact metric space M and an onto uniformly continuous mapping q: S -» M. Let

N = {xn: n = 1,2,...} be an infinite uniformly discrete subspace of M.

Let B(n, k) be the sphere in M with center xn and radius j, and define

%(«, k) = {B(n, k), M — {x„}}. Each %(w, k) is a two-element uniform cover of

M. Let Tbe the uniform cover of I consisting of spheres of radius {. For each pair

(n, k), there exists a uniformly continuous mapping/, k: M -* I such that fn'kCY ) <

%(«, k) (for example, if d is the metric on M, define/, k(x) = kd(x, X — B(n, k))

A 1). Re-index the above families as {fm} and {%m} respectively, m = 1,2,..., and

define h: N -» U(M, I)hy h(xm) — fm. Let <7tV/ be the quotient space induced by the

mapping q. Then A is a discrete subspace of qM and qM is a member of S.

By [5,111.18], (7(M, 7) is an injective uniform space, so h may be extended to a

uniformly continuous mapping <i>: qM -» i/(M, 7). Since (7(M, 7) is a subspace of

U(qM, I) and i: cU(qM, I) -» [gM, 7] is uniformly continuous, it follows that <i>:

gM -» [gM, 7] is uniformly continuous. Let <£: gAf ® gM -» 7 be the mapping

associated with <f>. Since S satisfies Axiom I, gM ® qM = gM X gM. Therefore the

family {</>(x, -): gM -» 7} is equi-uniformly continuous. Choose a uniform cover %

of gM such that %</m"'(cV") for m = 1,2,... (noting that fm = <t>(xm,-)). Since

6li<Gä,m, m- 1,2,..., % refines the countable partition (M — {x,,x2,...}} U

{{xm}: m— 1,2,...}; hence A7 is a quotient of qM and therefore a member of S.

By Proposition 5, N a member of S implies that every member of ß admits K0,

contradicting the fact that 7 is a member of G. Hence we have established that every

member of S is precompact.
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Remark. The preceding proposition and Theorem 1 show that if § satisfies

Axioms I and II and [0,1] is a member of G, then every member of S is precompact.

To treat the case when I is not a member of G, we will need the following concepts.

A zero set in a uniform space A'is a set of the form/"'{0}, where/is a member of

U{X, I). A Baire set in X is a member of the o-field generated by the family of zero

sets. The symbol Ba-fine |, will denote the class of all uniform spaces X such that

every finite partition of X into Baire sets is a uniform cover. This class is a

coreflective subcategory of Unif (see [1 or 3]). We will need the following result from

[11].

Theorem A. Assume that G is a coreflective subcategory of Unif. The following

statements are equivalent:

(1) I = [0,1] is not a member ofG.

(2) ßc Ba-fine |,.

(3) Every metric space belonging to G is discrete.

Lemma 2. Assume that S satisfies Axiom I and G = co(S). 7/7 is not a member ofG,

then G C £(K0).

Proof. Since 6&(N0) *s a coreflective subcategory, it suffices to show that S C

£(«„)•

Let 5 be a member of S. By y\xiom I, 5 X 5 is a member of G. To show that 5

admits 80, let {Glim: m — 1,2,...} be a sequence of uniform covers of 5. Choose a

uniformly continuous pseudometric d on 5 (bounded by 1) such that the cover T

consisting of the d-spheres of radius zero refines each %n. We will show that Tis a

uniform cover of 5.

Since d: 5 X 5 — 7 is uniformly continuous, % = {d"'(0), d"'(0,1]} is a finite

Baire partition of 5 X 5; hence by Theorem A, % is a uniform cover of 5 X 5, so

there exists a uniform cover <¥ of 5 such that *XI¥<%. Clearly, for each W in

<¥, WX W C d"'(0); hence % < Timplies that Tis a uniform cover.

Theorem 2. The following statements are equivalent to conditions (l)-(5) of

Theorem 1:

(6) S satisfies Axiom I and either S C ^ or S C ®(m), for some m > S0.

(7) § satisfies Axiom I and § C A.

(8) 5 * T = S ® Tfor all S and T in S.

Proof. We will establish the following implications: (5) -* (6) -» (7) -* (8) -» (5).

(8) -» (5) is immediate.

(6) -» (7) is immediate since <>D U ®>(m) C A for all m ^ S0.

(5) -» (6). There are two cases. If 7 is a member of ß, then S C S(S0) by

Proposition 6. If I is not a member of ß, then every member of ß admits 80 by

Lemma 2. If every member of S is finite, then Sc^; otherwise, S contains an

infinite space which admits 80, so by Proposition 5 either S C ^D or S C ?B(w), for

some m > 8,.
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(7) -» (8). Since A is a coreflective subcategory, ß C A. Then by Axiom I, 5 X Tis

locally fine for all 5 and T in §. In general, the identity mappings X(5 X T) -> S * T

-* 5 ® T are uniformly continuous, so5*7:=5X7:=5<8>7:.

Remark. The proof given above shows that if ß = co(§) satisfies the conditions

of Theorems 1 and 2, then

(i) 7 is a member of G if and only if ß C co(®(N0)) and

(ii) 7 is not a member of G if and only if ß C 6E(80).

As a corollary to the above theorem, we can now show that ß = co(S) satisfies the

conditions of Theorems 1 and 2 if and only if ß is inductively generated by a finitely

productive subfamily of A.

Corollary 2. Assume that G = co(§>) ¥= ÖD. The following statements are equiva-

lent:

(l)Gis cartesian-closed and [5, Y] = cU(S, Y) for all S in § and Yin G.

(2) There exists a finitely productive subfamily S' C ®(m), for some m > S0, such

that S C §' C G.

(3) There exists a finitely productive subfamily §' C A such that § C §' C &.

Proof. (2) -» (3) is immediate.

(3) -» (1). S' satisfies Axiom I since it is finitely productive, so (1) follows from

Theorems 1 and 2.

(1) -* (2). Define §' = {X G C: [A", Y] = cU( X, Y) for all Y in ß}. Then § C S'

C G, so ß = co(S')- Applying Theorems 1 and 2, we conclude from (1) that

§' C 9>{m), for some m > S0. We will now show that §' is finitely productive.

By Theorem 1, %' satisfies Axiom I, so 5 X T is a member of G for all 5 and T in

§'. We must show that for all Y in ß, [5 X T, Y] = cU(S X T, Y).

By Theorem 1, [5 X T, Y] = c(7s(5 X T, Y). Since the identity mapping

i: U(X, Y) -» U§(X, Y) is uniformly continuous for all X in ß, it follows that

i: cU(S XT,Y)^[SX T, Y] is uniformly continuous.

Let <i>: [5 X T, Y] -> [T, [5, Y]] be the natural bijection. Since ß is cartesian-closed,

<J> is a uniform isomorphism. Let % be the basic uniform cover of U(S X T,Y)
*

induced by the uniform cover % of Y. Choose a uniform cover T such that T< %. T

induces a uniform cover % of (7(5, y). Since 5 is a member of §', % is also a

uniform cover of [5, Y], so it induces a uniform cover %r of (7(7, [5, y]). Since 7" is

a member of §>', %r is also a uniform cover of [T, [5, Y]]. Using the naturality of <j>,

one may show that 4>~lCYST) < §1 (see the proof of Theorem 1 in [10]); hence % is a

uniform cover of [5 X T, Y], so i: [5 XT,Y]^ cU(S X T, Y) is uniformly continu-

ous.

The preceding paragraphs establish that [5 X T, Y] = cU(S X T, Y), so the proof

of Corollary 2 is complete.
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